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An interval of a sequential process is a sequence of consecutive events of
this process. The set of intervals defined on a distributed computation defines
an abstraction of this distributed computation, and the traditional causality
relation on events induces a relation on the set of intervals that we call I-pre-
cedence. An important question is then, ‘‘Is the interval-based abstraction
associated with a distributed computation consistent?’’ To answer this ques-
tion, this paper introduces a consistency criterion named interval consistency
(IC). Intuitively, this criterion states that an interval-based abstraction of a
distributed computation is consistent if its I-precedence relation does not
contradict the sequentiality of each process. More formally, IC is defined as a
property of a precedence graph. Interestingly, the IC criterion can be opera-
tionally characterized in terms of timestamps (whose values belong to a
lattice). The paper uses this characterization to design a versatile protocol
that, given intervals defined by a daemon whose behavior is unpredictable,
breaks them (in a nontrivial manner) in order to produce an abstraction
satisfying the IC criterion. Applications to communication-induced check-
pointing are suggested. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
Key Words: abstraction; distributed computation; causality; consistency;
logical clock; protocol; timestamping.
1. INTRODUCTION
Aim of the paper. An asynchronous distributed computation is a set of sequen-
tial processes communicating through messages whose transfer delays are unpre-
dictable but finite. At a basic level, each process is made of a sequence of (send/
deliver/internal) events, and the communication events (send and deliver) allow a
partial order relation on the set of events, called the happened before relation, to be
defined [16]. One of the well-known features of this relation is the following: its
projection on each process is the total order defined by the sequence of events of
this process. In this paper we consider an observation level where each process of a
distributed computation is made of a sequence of intervals (an interval being a
sequence of consecutive events produced by a process). The intervals actually define
an abstraction of the computation. Interval-based abstractions of distributed com-
putations provide an interesting model of distributed computations, particularly
when it is not desirable or not possible to observe each event [2, 12, 23].
An interval-based abstraction is characterized by a relation on intervals that we
call I-precedence. More precisely, when considering such an abstraction, the
happened before relation defined on events induces an I-precedence relation on the
set of intervals, expressing their mutual dependence. This relation is the transitive
closure of the relation Q , where IQ J means ‘‘there is an event belonging to the
interval I that causally precedes an event belonging to the interval J.’’ It is easy to
see that, when considering the trivial abstraction (the one in which each interval is
reduced to a single event), the I-precedence relation boils down to the usual
happened before relation. In the general case, an abstraction of a distributed com-
putation is defined by intervals having more than one event. Consequently, it is
possible that the I-precedence relation associated with a distributed computation is
no longer acyclic. However, to remain compatible with the particular case of the
happened before relation, the I-precedence relation should satisfy the following
consistency criterion: its projection on each process is the total order defined by the
sequence of intervals of this process. In other words, whenever I1 I-precedes I2 on a
same process, I1 must appear before I2 on that process. To be more explicit let us
consider the example depicted in Fig. 1. It presents two abstractions (Case 1 and
Case 2) of the same distributed computation (same processes and same message
exchange pattern). They only differ in the interval definition for P1. In Case 1, P1 is
made up of a single interval (I), while in Case 2, P1 is made up of two intervals
(namely I1 and I2).
Let us first consider the left part of Fig. 1 where I and J are intervals of the pro-
cesses P1 and P2, respectively. Suppose that there are two messages m and mŒ such
that m is sent in I and delivered in J, and mŒ is sent in J and delivered in I. In that
case, IQ J (because of m) and JQ I (because of mŒ). However, such a cycle does
not contradict the sequence of intervals of each process. (That is why, intuitively,
Case 1 describes a ‘‘good’’ interval definition.) Let us note that this cycle involves
only intervals belonging to different processes.
Let us consider the right part of Fig. 1, where there are two consecutive intervals
I1 and I2 on P1 and an interval J on P2. In that case, JQ I1 (due to mŒ sent in J and
delivered in I1) and I2 Q J (due to m sent in I2 and delivered in J). Consequently,
by transitivity, I2 I-precedes I1. In that case, the I-precedence relation contradicts
FIG. 1. Cycles in the I-precedence relation.
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the fact that I1 appears before I2 on process P1. (That is why, intuitively, Case 2
describes a bad interval definition.) Let us note that this happens because (1) the
interval J is long enough to contain both the send event of mŒ and the deliver event
of m, and (2) the send event of m and the deliver event of mŒ belong to consecutive
intervals of P2. Here, the cycle I1 Q I2 Q JQ I1 involves two intervals on the same
process.
Although in both cases there are cycles in the I-precedence relation, the previous
two examples suggest that, given a distributed computation, some of its interval-
based abstractions are correct while others are not. So, a consistency criterion able
to characterize the correct abstractions is needed. This paper proposes and inves-
tigates such a consistency criterion, namely, the interval consistency (IC) criterion.
When considering the two previous examples, the first one satisfies the criterion,
while the second does not.
Motivation of the paper. The initial motivation for the study and the formaliza-
tion of this criterion was practical and originated from the communication-induced
checkpointing protocols area [12, 17]. A local checkpoint is a snapshot of the local
state of a process (usually kept in a stable storage for recovery purposes). A global
checkpoint is a set of local checkpoints, one from each process. But to be helpful, a
global checkpoint has to be consistent [13]. The main consistency criterion used for
global checkpoints is the following one: A global checkpoint is consistent if no
message sent by a process after its local checkpoint has been received by another
process before its local checkpoint [6, 19]. If processes take their local checkpoints
independently one from another, it is possible that some local checkpoints cannot
belong to a consistent global checkpoint. When this happens, the local checkpoint
is called useless. It is the presence of useless checkpoints that gives rise to the unde-
sirable domino effect [20] (cascading of rollbacks).
A good property of a checkpointing protocol is to ensure that no local check-
point is useless (this is called the no-useless property1). As this depends on the flow
1 There are two main consistency criteria associated with checkpointing. One is the no-useless property
considered here. The other one is the rollback-dependency trackability (RDT) (introduced by Y.-M. Wang
in [23] and studied mainly in [1, 23]). RDT is stronger than the no-useless property and is mainly used
for solving problems such as output commit. We do not consider the RDT property here; see [23] for
more details.
of messages exchanged during a computation, some coordination is required in
order that none of the local checkpoints determined on-the-fly be useless. This
coordination results in two kinds of local checkpoints. A local checkpoint taken by
a process independently from the other processes is called a basic checkpoint. A
local checkpoint due to the coordination mechanism is called a forced checkpoint.
Two main approaches have been investigated. In the family of coordinated check-
pointing protocols, the coordination is explicit: processes use additional control
messages to synchronize their checkpointing activities [6–8, 14]. In the family of
communication-induced checkpointing protocols the coordination is implicit: no
control message is added to the computation but application messages are allowed
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to piggyback control information [5, 12, 17, 23].2 When a message is received, a
2When compared to the use of additional control messages that carry control information, piggy-
backing control information on application messages has several advantages. It reduces the number of
messages, does not modify the message exchange pattern of the application, and does not require specific
assumptions to order the delivery of control messages with respect to application messages.
process uses its local state and the control information piggybacked by the message
to decide whether it must take a forced checkpoint. As noted previously, several
communication-induced checkpointing protocols have been proposed (see also
[11]).
The starting point of the present work was the following observation: every set of
local checkpoints associated with a distributed computation actually defines a set of
intervals, i.e., defines an interval-based abstraction of the computation. More pre-
cisely, each (basic or forced) local checkpoint can be seen as the beginning of a new
interval [10]. A basic checkpoint corresponds to an interval whose starting event is
defined by the computation itself, while a forced checkpoint corresponds to the
starting of an interval defined by the communication-induced checkpointing proto-
col. With this interval interpretation, it is shown in [10] that the no-useless prop-
erty becomes equivalent to the IC criterion. It consequently follows that the absence
of useless local checkpoints is equivalent to the fact that the corresponding interval-
based abstraction satisfies the IC criterion.
The previous observation was a strong motivation to find a very general protocol
that ensures interval consistency. The generality of the protocol appears in generic
parameters that, when instantiated, provide particular IC protocols. This approach
has several advantages. First, it gives a deeper understanding of what has to be
done to extend Lamport’s happened before relation to the case where intervals of
events are considered instead of primitive events. Second, when we consider the
context of communication-induced checkpointing protocols, the proposed protocol
not only unifies several previously proposed protocols (and hence provides us with
a better understanding of what are their common points and their differences), but
can also be instantiated to get new communication-induced checkpointing proto-
cols.
Content of the paper. The paper, composed of two main sections, investigates
the interval consistency criterion. First (Section 2), the criterion is formally defined.
A timestamp-based characterization is also given. The timestamp domain is a
lattice, and it is shown that an abstraction A satisfies the IC criterion if and only if
it is possible to timestamp its intervals consistently with the I-precedence relation,
i.e., in such a way that the timestamps do not decrease inside a process and even-
tually increase after communication (note that interval timestamps are not required
to systematically increase within a process).
Then (Section 3), the case where intervals are defined by a daemon is considered.
The daemon decides to start new intervals in an unpredictable way. Moreover, the
decisions made by the daemon to start new intervals cannot be delayed. The result-
ing interval-based abstraction A does not necessarily satisfy the IC criterion. In
such a context, we consider the following problem: ‘‘Given a distributed computa-
tion and a daemon producing an abstraction A, design a protocol that on the fly
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transforms A into an interval-based abstraction AŒ satisfying the IC criterion.’’ In
order not to contradict the daemon, the protocol is not allowed to merge intervals
defined by the daemon into bigger intervals. It can only break them into smaller
intervals. The trivial protocol that, whatever the daemon behavior, would associate
an interval with each event (producing the ‘‘trivial abstraction’’) solves the
problem. This protocol is not satisfactory as it always modifies the abstraction
produced by the daemon (except of course in the case where the daemon produces
the trivial abstraction). So, the proposed protocol (Sections 3.1–3.3) does not break
intervals in a systematic way: there are abstractions A for which the abstractions AŒ
it produces are not the trivial abstraction. Moreover, the protocol does not system-
atically create a new interval each time a message is received: it allows an interval
created by the daemon to be broken only when the IC criterion is about to be
violated (according to its current knowledge of the past computation).
The protocol has been designed to be versatile and to unify previous protocols
designed for communication-induced checkpointing protocols. It can be easily
adapted to different contexts of use (Section 4). A particular instantiation is
obtained by providing a particular lattice (which defines the timestamps) and a set
of assignment rules for some variables. It is important to note that, from an opera-
tional point of view, the proposed protocol does not use additional control
messages, it only requires application messages to carry a single value of the lattice
per message.
2. INTERVAL CONSISTENCY
2.1. Distributed Computations
A distributed computation consists of a collection of sequential processes,
denoted P1, P2, ..., Pn (n > 1), that can communicate only by exchanging messages
on communication channels. Processes have no access to a shared memory nor to a
global clock. Communication delays are arbitrary.
A process can execute internal, send, and delivery statements (we suppose a
process does not send messages to itself). An internal statement does not involve
communication. When a process Pi executes the statement send(m, Pj), it puts the
message m into the channel from Pi to Pj (the addressee parameter Pj will be
omitted if it is not significant). When Pi executes the statement deliver(m), a
message is withdrawn from one of its input channels and delivered to Pi (if all input
channels are empty, the execution of this statement delays Pi until at least one
message directed to Pi has arrived). Executions of internal, send and delivery
statements are modeled by internal, send, and delivery events. We suppose that
each message is unique; this means that for each message there is a unique pair of
corresponding send and delivery events.
Execution of a process Pi produces a sequence of events hi=ei, 1 ...ei, zei, z+1 ...
This sequence is called the history of Pi; it can be finite or infinite. Events of hi are
enumerated according to the total order in which they are produced by Pi. Let H be
the set of all events produced by the set of processes. A distributed computation is
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FIG. 2. A distributed computation.
modeled by the partially ordered set Hˆ=(H, 0hb ), where 0hb denotes the well-
known Lamport’s happened before relation defined in [16]:
ei, s 0
hb ej, t Z ˛ j=i and t=s+1,or ei, s=send(m, Pj) and ej, t=deliver(m),
or ,e: ei, s 0hb e and e0hb ej, t.
As they are not relevant from the point of view of process interaction, internal
events are no longer considered in the rest of the paper. Figure 2 depicts a distrib-
uted computation Hˆ in the usual space-time diagram.
2.2. Interval-Based Abstractions
An interval of a process Pi is a set of consecutive events of hi. An interval-based
abstraction A partitions each process history hi into a sequence of consecutive
nonoverlapping intervals Ii, 1 ...Ii, xIi, x+1 ... Figures 3.a.1, 3.a.2, and 3.a.3 depict three
FIG. 3. Three abstractions of the same computation.
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abstractions A1, A2, and A3 of the computation Hˆ described in Fig. 2. A rectangular
box represents an interval.3
3 Other ways to piece events together have been proposed in [15]. This work allows events from dif-
ferent processes to be pieced together. Different from our approach that is consistency-oriented, the aim
of [15] is to study hierarchical atomicity levels in distributed computations.
I-precedence and I-graph. An abstraction A of a distributed computation Hˆ
associates a directed graph (called I-graph) with this computation. This I-graph is
defined in the following way:
• Vertices: the set of all intervals Ii, x.
• Edges: there is an edge (Ij, y, Ii, x) if:
— either j=i and y=x−1 (such an edge is called a local edge).
— or there is a message m such that send(m, Pi) ¥ Ij, y and deliver(m) ¥ Ii, x
(such an edge is called a communication edge).
Figures 3.b.1, 3.b.2, and 3.b.3 depict the I-graphs defined by abstractions A1, A2,
and A3 of computation Hˆ. It is important to note that an I-graph may have cycles
(e.g., I-graphs depicted Figures 3.b.2 and 3.b.3); this depends on the corresponding
abstraction. Let us note that the I-graph produced by the trivial abstraction A0, in
which every interval exactly corresponds to a single event, is Lamport’s partial
order associated with the computation [16].
Definition 2.1. Let A be an abstraction of a distributed computation Hˆ. An
interval Ij, y I-precedes an interval Ii, x if there is a path from Ij, y to Ii, x in the
I-graph associated with A.
In other words, the graph of the I-precedence relation is the transitive closure of
the I-graph.
Although we limit our study of the IC criterion to the message-passing computa-
tional model, the reader can see that the previous definition is not limited to this
model: an edge from an interval Ij, y to another interval Ii, x could also represent a
write–read relation, a request–response relation, etc. [2].
2.3. Interval Consistency: Definition
As explained informally in the Introduction, the IC criterion stipulates that for
any pair of consecutive intervals on the same process, the second one must not
I-precede the first one. In other words, if (I1, I2) is a local edge of the I-graph, there
must be no path from I2 to I1. This leads to the following definition:
Definition 2.2. An abstraction A of a distributed computation Hˆ satisfies the
IC criterion if the corresponding I-graph has no cycle including a local edge.
2.4. Interval Consistency: A Timestamp-Based Characterization
The previous definition is based on a mathematical concept. In order that the IC
criterion can be addressed by a protocol, it is necessary to provide an operational
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characterization of it. This section provides such an operational characterization,
namely, a timestamping function that associates a value belonging to a lattice with
each interval of an abstraction.
Notations. In the rest of the paper we use the following notations [4].
• (S, Q ) denotes a complete lattice.
• + and 2 denote the least element and the greatest element of (S, Q ),
respectively.
• Let X be a subset of S. inf(X) denotes the greatest lower bound of X, and
sup(X) denotes the least upper bound of X.
• [a, b] denotes the closed interval of all elements x ¥ S which satisfy
aQ xQ b. It is a sublattice of (S, Q ) whose least and greatest elements are a and
b, respectively.
• [a, b[ denotes the subset of all elements x ¥ S which satisfy aQ xO b (recall
that xO b means (xQ b) and (x ] b)).
We also assume the existence of an isomorphism inc : SQ S such that:
(1) -a ¥ S−{ + , 2 } : inc(a) covers a (i.e., aO inc(a) and aO xO inc(a) for
no x ¥ S).
(2) inc( + )= + and inc( 2 )= 2 .
This function will be used to increase timestamps.
It is now possible to state the timestamp-based characterization of the IC cri-
terion.
Theorem 1. Let A be an abstraction of a distributed computation Hˆ. A satisfies
the interval consistency criterion if and only if there exists a function f from the ver-
tices of the I-graph into a lattice (S, Q ) such that (fi, x is an abbreviation for the
value of f(Ii, x)):
(F1) Ij, y Q Ii, x S fj, y Q fi, x (Fig. 4a).
(F2) (j ] k) and (i ] k) and (Ij, y Q Ik, z) and (Ik, zŒ Q Ii, x) and
(z < zŒ)S fj, y O fi, x (Fig. 4b).
Such a function f is called a timestamping function. (F1) indicates that time-
stamps cannot decrease along a path of the I-graph, while (F2) indicates that they
FIG. 4. Interval consistency characterization.
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must increase over non-local paths where two communication edges are separated
by at least one local edge.
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that the I-graph has no cycle including a local edge.
Let C(Ii, x) denote the strongly connected component to which the vertex Ii, x
belongs (two vertices x and y belong to the same strongly connected component if
and only if x=y or x and y belong to a same cycle). Consider the reduced graph
AR. By definition, its vertices are the strongly connected components of A and it has
an edge CQ CŒ if and only if C ] CŒ and ,Ii, x ¥ C, ,Ij, y ¥ CŒ : Ii, x Q Ij, y. By con-
struction, AR is acyclic. So, there exists a function fR with values in a lattice (S, Q )
such that CQ CŒS fR(C)O fR(CŒ).
Let us define the timestamping function f (associating a value of S with each
vertex of the I-graph) in the following way: -Ii, x: fi, x=fR(C(Ii, x)).
• f satisfies (F1). Consider an edge Ij, y Q Ii, x.
1. If Ij, y Q Ii, x belongs to a cycle then C(Ij, y)=C(Ii, x) and consequently
fj, y=fi, x, from which (F1) follows.
2. If Ij, y Q Ii, x does not belong to a cycle then C(Ij, y)Q C(Ii, x) and con-
sequently fj, y O fi, x, from which (F1) follows.
• f satisfies (F2). Consider (j ] k) and (i ] k) and (Ij, y Q Ik, z) and
(Ik, zŒ Q Ii, x) and (z < zŒ). As by assumption no local edge Ii, x Q Ii, x+1 belongs to a
cycle, we have C(Ik, z)Q C(Ik, zŒ) and consequently fk, z O fk, zŒ. Moreover, from
(F1), fj, y Q fk, z and fk, zŒ Q fi, x. So fj, y O fi, x.
Thus f is a timestamping function satisfying the requirements.
Sufficiency. Let f be a timestamping function of the I-graph satisfying (F1) and
(F2) and suppose that the I-graph has a cycle including a local edge Ik, z Q Ik, z+1.
So, there is a path m from Ik, z+1 to Ik, z. Since there is no local edge from Ik, z+1 to
Ik, zŒ with zŒ [ z, m includes at least two communication edges. Let
Ik, t Q Ii, x (z+1 [ t) and Ij, y Q Ik, s (s [ z) be the first and the last of these two
communication edges. By construction we have (i ] k) and (j ] k) and (s < t).
• From (F1), and by transitivity along the subpath of m going from Ii, x to Ij, y,
we get: fi, x Q fj, y.
• As (i ] k) and (j ] k) and (s < t), from (F2) applied to the path
Ij, y Q Ik, s Q · · · Q Ik, t Q Ii, x, we get fj, y O fi, x.
The contradiction follows. L
3. A GENERIC PROTOCOL ENSURING INTERVAL CONSISTENCY
The previous theorem has shown that if an abstraction A satisfies the IC cri-
terion, it is possible to timestamp its intervals in a consistent way. But what about
an abstraction A that is given a priori? It is possible that A does not satisfy IC,
hence the need to design protocols that on the fly transform A into an interval-
based abstraction AŒ satisfying the IC criterion.
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Several such protocols have been designed in the context of communication-induced
checkpointing. A simple strategy consists in forcing a new interval at each message
receipt. Of course this strategy can create many more new intervals than what is
actually needed to ensure the IC criterion. More sophisticated strategies can be
designed. This section presents a protocol that, discovering on the fly an abstraction A,
does its best to implement the timestamping function defined in Theorem 1. When the
timestamping function cannot be implemented (either because A does not satisfy IC, or
simply because, working on the fly, the protocol has only a partial knowledge of A),
the protocol creates a new interval. This protocol is based on generic parameters that
make it very general. Some instantiations of the generic parameters provide already
known protocols, while other instantiations provide new protocols. This point and the
optimality issues raised by the protocol are discussed in Section 4.
The intervals of the abstraction A are assumed to be defined by a daemon. This
daemon decides to start new intervals according to its behavior which is unpredict-
able, and none of those decisions can be deferred. The abstraction AŒ produced by
the protocol is a refinement of A (i.e., intervals of AŒ are subintervals of A). The
proposed protocol produces a timestamping of intervals whose values belong to a
lattice (S, Q ) satisfying the requirements of the previous section. It does not gen-
erate any additional control message. A single value of the lattice S is attached to
each message of the underlying computation.
The general framework is the following one:
• When a process Pi starts a new interval (either directed by the daemon or
forced by the protocol), the protocol executes the procedure new_interval. This
procedure determines the timestamp ti, x associated with the terminating interval
Ii, x. So, each interval is timestamped when it terminates.
• When a process Pi sends a message m, the protocol determines a timestamp
(denoted m.t) which is attached to m.
• When a message m arrives at a process Pi, the protocol performs some
actions according to the value of m.t and to the current value of its local context.
As a result, Pi can be forced to start a new interval.
The timestamping of messages has to satisfy some properties in order that the
resulting abstraction AŒ satisfies the IC criterion. These properties are studied in
Section 3.1. They are used as a basis for a careful derivation of the protocol, in
Section 3.2. Finally, its correctness is proved in Section 3.3.
3.1. How to Timestamp Messages to Ensure Interval Consistency
This section displays properties that are necessary and sufficient for a times-
tamping protocol to implement interval-based abstractions satisfying the IC cri-
terion. As indicated previously, the protocol associates a timestamp ti, x ¥ S with
each interval Ii, x and a timestamp m.t ¥ S with each message m. Let msg_senti, x and
msg_deli, x be the two following sets:
msg_senti, x={m | send(m) ¥ Ii, x}
msg_deli, x={m | deliver(m) ¥ Ii, x}.
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FIG. 5. Timestamping predicates.
Let us now consider the four following predicates:
(P1) (-i) (-x) m ¥ msg_deli, x S m.tQ ti, x (Fig. 5a).
(P2) (-i) (-x) mŒ ¥ msg_senti, x S ti, x Q mŒ.t (Fig. 5a).
(P3) (-i) (-x) ti, x Q ti, x+1 (Fig. 5a);
(P4) (-i) (-x) (-k) m ¥ msg_delk, z and mŒ ¥ msg_sentk, zŒ and mŒ ¥ msg_deli, x
and (z < zŒ)S m.tO ti, x (Fig. 5b).
Theorem 2. Let A be an abstraction of Hˆ. A satisfies the IC criterion if and only
if there exists a timestamping protocol that satisfies predicates (P1)–(P4).
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that A satisfies the IC criterion. From Theorem 1,
there exists a function f that satisfies (F1) and (F2). Consider the following times-
tamping protocol: each interval Ii, x is timestamped ti, x=fi, x and every message m,
sent in Ij, y, is timestamped m.t=fj, y. We show that these timestamps satisfy
(P1)–(P4).
• Since Ii, x Q Ii, x+1, (P3) follows from (F1).
• Let m ¥ msg_deli, x and Ij, y be the interval where m is sent. From the proto-
col, m.t=fj, y. Since Ij, y Q Ii, x, from (F1), fj, y Q fi, x. Thus, m.t=fj, y Q fi, x=ti, x.
Hence (P1) is satisfied.
• Let m ¥ msg_senti, x. From the protocol, m.t=fi, x=ti, x. Hence (P2) is
satisfied.
• Let m ¥ msg_delk, z and mŒ ¥ msg_sentk, zŒ and mŒ ¥ msg_deli, x and z < zŒ. Let
Ij, y be the interval where m is sent. From the protocol, we have m.t=fj, y and
fi, x=ti, x. From (F2), we have fj, y O fi, x and thus m.tO ti, x. Hence (P4) is
satisfied.
Sufficiency. From Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show that the timestamping
function t implemented by the protocol satisfies (F1) and (F2).
• (F1) is satisfied. Let Ij, y Q Ii, x. If i=j, then y=x−1 and (F1) follows from
(P3). If j ] i then by applying (P2) to Ij, y and (P1) to Ii, x, we get tj, y Q m.tQ ti, x.
• (F2) is satisfied. Consider (j ] k) and (i ] k) and (Ij, y Q Ik, z) and
(Ik, zŒ Q Ii, x) and (z < zŒ). There is a message m sent in Ij, y and thus, from (P2), we
have tj, y Q m.t. Since m ¥ msg_delk, z and mŒ ¥ msg_sentkŒ, z and mŒ ¥ msg_deli, x and
(z < zŒ) we have, from (P4), m.tO ti, x. Hence, tj, y O ti, x follows. L
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3.2. A General Protocol
The protocol P is based on Theorem 2: it ensures that the predicates (P1)–(P4)
are invariant. Each predicate (P1) (resp. P2, P3) involves variables of a single
process, so it can be easily evaluated by the corresponding process. On the contrary,
the predicate (P4) involves values located at different processes which consequently
cannot be evaluated by a single process. We show below a set of four conditions
(C1)–(C4), (1) that can be locally evaluated and (2) whose conjunction is sufficient
to ensure (P1)–(P4). Then, we will see how P allows each process Pi to evaluate its
local condition.
Locally Evaluable Conditions
To ensure that (P1)–(P4) are invariant, let us first consider for each interval Ii, x
the following pair of values (note that they can be locally evaluated by each
process):
min_senti, x=˛ inf({m.t | m ¥ msg_senti, x}) if msg_senti, x ]”,2 if msg_senti, x=”.
max_deli, x=˛ sup({m.t | m ¥ msg_deli, x}) if msg_deli, x ]”,+ if msg_deli, x=”.
Let us now define conditions (C1)–(C4):
1. The local condition used by Pi to ensure (P1) is C1 — (max_deli, x Q ti, x).
2. The local condition used by Pi to ensure (P2) is C2 — (ti, x Q min_senti, x).
3. The local condition used by Pi to ensure (P3) is C3 — (ti, x−1 Q ti, x).
4. We now examine the condition that can be locally evaluated to ensure
(P4).
Let us consider xŒ < x, m ¥ msg_deli, xŒ, mŒ ¥ msg_senti, x, mŒ ¥ msg_delj, y. If the pro-
tocol ensures (P1), (P2), and (P3), we have:
m.tQ ti, xŒ Q ti, x−1 Q ti, x Q tj, y.
To ensure (P4) (i.e., m.tO tj, y in this context), one of these inequations must be
strict. We choose ti, x−1 O ti, x. Thus, we obtain the following local condition that is
sufficient to ensure (P4):
(msg_senti, x ]”)S (ti, x−1 O ti, x).
This condition can be expressed as:
C4 — ((msg_senti, x ]”)S (inc(ti, x−1)Q ti, x)).
(Let us remark that, if msg_senti, x=”, then (P4) is trivially satisfied. In that case,
(C1), (C2), and (C3) are sufficient to ensure the IC criterion).
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Piecing together conditions (C1)–(C4), we obtain, for each process Pi, the following
local predicate (Pi) that must be an invariant of process Pi:
-i: (Pi) — if msg_senti, x=” then sup({ti, x−1, max_deli, x})Q ti, x
else sup({inc(ti, x−1), max_deli, x})Q ti, x Q min_senti, x.
To keep (Pi) invariant, four control variables, namely, SENTi, MIN_SENTi,
MAX_DELi, and Ti, are added to each process Pi, which has to manage them
appropriately as shown below.
Meaning of Variables
• SENTi is a boolean variable, used to evaluate (msg_senti, x ]”). It is ini-
tialized to false when a new interval starts, and becomes true as soon as a message is
sent in the current interval.
• MIN_SENTi and MAX_DELi represent the current values of min_senti, x
and max_deli, x, respectively. MIN_SENTi, reset to 2 each time a new interval
starts, can only decrease during an interval. MAX_DELi, reset to + each time a
new interval starts, can only increase during an interval. So, if at a point of an
interval Ii, x we have ¬ (MAX_DELi QMIN_SENTi), this relation will remain
true throughout the rest of Ii, x; in particular, when the interval finishes,
¬ (max_deli, x Q min_senti, x) and (Pi) is violated. So, keeping (Pi) invariant implies
that MAX_DELi QMIN_SENTi remains true throughout each interval. As we
will see, if this property is about to be violated, the protocol will force Pi to start a
new interval.
• Ti is used to store the value ti, x−1 or inc(ti, x−1) during the interval Ii, x. More
precisely, throughout the interval Ii, x, this variable satisfies:
if msg_senti, x=” then Ti=ti, x−1 else Ti=inc(ti, x−1).
Note that the value of Ti, set at the beginning of each interval, can change at most
once during each interval (when the first send event occurs).
So, in order to ensure (Pi), the protocol keeps invariant the following condition
defined on the variables associated with each process Pi:
-i: (Ri) — sup({Ti, MAX_DELi})QMIN_SENTi.
Note that before the first send event of an interval, this relation is trivially
satisfied, sinceMIN_SENTi= 2 . So, (Ri) could be equivalently stated as:
SENTi S sup({Ti, MAX_DELi})QMIN_SENTi.
When an interval Ii, x terminates, MIN_SENTi=min_senti, x and MAX_DELi=
max_deli, x. Thus, for (Pi) to be satisfied, the timestamp ti, x of Ii, x is chosen such
that sup({Ti, MAX_DELi}) Q ti, x QMIN_SENTi. At the beginning of the next
interval Ii, x+1, Ti takes the value ti, x.
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Management of Variables
We now describe (see Fig. 6) how the previous local variables are updated upon
each significant event, namely, the beginning of a new interval, the sending of a
message, and the delivery of a message. Then, we will show (Theorem 3) that -i, -x,
relation (Ri) holds at any point of Ii, x.
• When Pi starts a new interval Ii, x+1 (either locally decided or forced by the
protocol), the finishing interval Ii, x is timestamped with a value ti, x belonging to
[sup({Ti, MAX_DELi}), MIN_SENTi]. Then MAX_DELi is reset to + ,
MIN_SENTi is reset to 2 , and Ti is set to ti, x.
• When Pi sends a message m, there are two cases.
Case 1. m is the first message sent in this interval (SENTi=false). Then:
— SENTi takes the value true,
— Ti is incremented: Ti :=inc(Ti),
— m is timestamped with a value m.t belonging to [sup({Ti,
MAX_DELi}), 2 [,
— MIN_SENTi takes the value m.t.
FIG. 6. A general protocol P that ensures the IC criterion.
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Case 2. m is not the first message sent in the current interval (i.e.,
SENTi=true):
— m is timestamped with a value belonging to [sup({Ti, MAX_DELi}), 2 [,
— MIN_SENTi is updated to the value inf({MIN_SENTi, m.t}).
• The core of the protocol lies in the processing associated with message deli-
veries. When m, timestamped m.t, arrives at Pi, there are two cases.
Case 1. ¬ (m.tQMIN_SENTi). If the delivery of m belongs to the same
interval (i.e., the current interval is not terminated before the delivery of m) then,
after this event, m.tQMAX_DELi Q sup({Ti, MAX_DELi}). So (Ri) (i.e.,
sup({Ti, MAX_DELi}) QMIN_SENTi is violated. In that case, in order to keep
(Ri) invariant, the protocol forces Pi to start a new interval.
Case 2. m.tQMIN_SENTi. Updating MAX_DELi to its new value
sup({MAX_DELi, m.t}) does not violate (Ri), and thus the protocol can decide to
let Pi continue the current interval.
However, to get a very general protocol, we may allow it to force Pi to start a
new interval, although this is not necessary to keep (Ri) invariant.
Consequently, to allow applications to fit the protocol to their interval definition
needs, we introduce two parameters param1 and param2 such that param1 ¥
[m.t, 2 ] and param2 ¥ [ + , MIN_SENTi], and we define the following rule to
start a new interval:
if ¬ (param1 Q param2) then the protocol forces Pi to start a new interval.
After having decided to force or not to force Pi to start a new interval, the message
m is delivered andMAX_DELi is updated to sup({MAX_DELi, m.t}).
Finally, to ensure that any interval Ii, x(x > 0) includes at least one communica-
tion event, in addition to SENTi, a boolean variable DELi is used. DELi is ini-
tialized to false when a new interval starts and updated to true upon the first deliv-
ery event of the current interval. If Pi has produced events since the end of the
previous interval Ii, x−1, it is allowed to terminate Ii, x and to start Ii, x+1.
It is worthwhile noting that this protocol is generic. This is due to the fact that,
on the one hand, some assignments of variables and parameters state only a lattice
from which the value to be assigned must be extracted and, on the other hand, dif-
ferent lattices (with different functions inc) can be chosen. Some examples of
instantiations are sketched in Section 4.
3.3. Proof of the Protocol
The following theorem proves that, for any process Pi, (Ri) is an invariant of Pi.
This means that, when superimposed on any daemon defining an interval-based
abstraction A, the protocol (P) described in Fig. 6 transforms A to produce a con-
sistent interval-based abstraction AŒ.
Theorem 3. -i , -x, at any point of Ii, x, the relation (Ri) holds.
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Proof. We prove this theorem by induction on the sequence of events defining
Ii, x.
When Ii, x starts, (Ri) is trivially satisfied sinceMIN_SENTi= 2 .
Suppose now that (Ri) holds before an event. Let us denote by si,
max_di, min_si, yi the respective values of SENTi, MAX_DELi, MIN_SENTi, and
Ti just before the event. So, the induction assumption is:
si S sup({yi, max_di})Q min_si.
Four cases have to be considered.
1. The event is send(m), and si=false (first send event in Ii, x).
Just after this event, we have SENTi=true, MAX_DELi=max_di, MIN_SENTi
=m.t, Ti=inc(yi), and m.t ¥ [sup({inc(yi), max_di}), 2 [.
As sup({Ti, MAX_DELi})=sup({inc(yi), max_di}), we have sup({Ti, MAX_DELi})
Q m.t. It follows that sup({Ti, MAX_DELi})Q m.t=MIN_SENTi. Hence, (Ri)
is satisfied after this event.
2. The event is send(m), and si=true (this is not the first send event in Ii, x).
Just after this event, we have SENTi=si, MAX_DELi=max_di, Ti=yi, m.t ¥
[sup({yi, max_di}), 2 [ andMIN_SENTi=inf({min_si, m.t}).
— From the induction assumption we have sup({yi, max_di})=
sup({Ti, MAX_DELi})Q min_si.
— From the choice of m.t we have sup({yi, max_di})=sup({Ti,
MAX_DELi})Q m.t.
So, sup({Ti, MAX_DELi})Q inf({min_si, m.t})=MIN_SENTi. Hence, (Ri) is
satisfied after this event.
3. The event is deliver(m), and the protocol has forced Pi to start a new
interval after the arrival of m.
Just after this event,MIN_SENTi= 2 , and thus, (Ri) is satisfied after this event.
4. The event is deliver(m), and the protocol has not forced Pi to start a new
interval after the arrival of m. More precisely, param1 Q param2, from which,
necessarily, m.tQ min_si.
Just after the delivery of m, we have:
SENTi=si, MAX_DELi=sup({max_di, m.t}), MIN_SENTi=min_si, Ti=yi.
• If si=false, we have MIN_SENTi= 2 and thus, (Ri) is satisfied after
this event.
• If si=true, from the induction assumption: sup({Ti, max_di})Q
MIN_SENTi. In particular, Ti QMIN_SENTi and max_di QMIN_SENTi.
Moreover, m.tQmin_si=MIN_SENTi and thus:MAX_DELi=sup({max_di, m.t})
QMIN_SENTi. So, sup({Ti, MAX_DELi})QMIN_SENTi. Hence, (Ri) is
satisfied after this event. L
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4. PROTOCOL DISCUSSION
4.1. Instantiate the Generic Parameters
As previously noted, each instantiation of the protocol results from two choices:
a lattice (satisfying the required properties) and an assignment rule for variables
and parameters.
Choosing a lattice. Two lattices are natural candidates. The first involves scalar
clocks (similar to Lamport’s clocks [16]) while the second involves vector clocks
(similar to Fidge–Mattern’s vector clocks [9, 18]). More precisely we can select:
• Scalar clocks: S=N 2 { + } 2 { 2 } with +=−., 2=+., and Q is the
usual order [ . The function inc is defined by -n ¥N : inc(n)=n+1,
inc(+.)=+., inc(−.)=−..
• Vector clocks:S=Nn 2 { + } 2 { 2 }with +=(−., ..., −.), 2=(+., ...,
+.), and VQ VŒZ (-i: V[i] [ VŒ[i])). In this lattice, 1i denote the n-dimensional
vector defined as 1i[i]=1 and -j ] i 1i[j]=0. We will consider the functions inci
defined by -V ¥Nn : inci(V)=V+1i (where+denotes the component-wise arith-
metic sum), inc( 2 )= 2 , inc( + )= + .
Assignment rules. A lot of different assignments rules are possible. We consider
here only a few of them that correspond to noteworthy interval definitions.
• (R1) If, whatever the choice of the lattice, we want that a new interval be
systematically started before each message delivery, we have to instantiate the
following rule: systematically assign the values 2 and + to param1 and param2 at
lines (3) and (4), respectively.
• (R2) If, whatever the choice of the lattice, we are interested in intervals where
the deliver events precede the send events, we have to consider the following
assignment rule: choose param1= 2 at line 3.
Let us then observe that, in that case, the test ¬ (param1 Q param2) becomes
¬ ( 2 QMIN_SENTi). As MIN_SENTi is initialized to 2 at the beginning of
each interval, it follows that this test can be rewritten as follows: if SENTi then
new_interval endif. (Moreover, if we are not interested in associating timestamps to
intervals, the variables Ti, MIN_SENTi, and MAX_DELi can be suppressed from
the protocol.)
• (R3) Let us call ‘‘Virtual Precedence’’ the following property: in any interval
the timestamps of delivered messages are not greater than the timestamps of sent
messages (hence, there is a logical time frame in which, in each interval, the deliver
events ‘‘precede’’ the send events) [10].
Whatever the choice of the lattice, the following assignment rule ensures the
Virtual Precedence property: Take param1=m.t (line 3), param2=MIN_SENTi
(line 4), and the smallest possible timestamp values for ti, x at line 1 and m.t at
line 2. This means that we have to take ti, x=sup({Ti, MAX_DELi}) and m.t=
sup({Ti, MAX_DELi})).
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4.2. The Case of Communication-Induced Checkpointing
As noted in the Introduction, a privileged application domain for the proposed
protocol is the domain of communication-induced checkpointing (CIC). In that
case the procedure new_interval additionally takes a local checkpoint. If new_inter-
val has been called by the process itself, then the checkpoint is basic; if it has been
called by the daemon (i.e., by the protocol when a message is received) then the
checkpoint is forced.
Some instantiations of the proposed protocol give rise to known CIC protocols,
while others give rise to new CIC protocols. Here we enumerate only a few of them.
• The instantiation using R1 without timestamping gives rise to the CBR pro-
tocol described in [17, 23].
• The instantiation using R2 without timestamping generates the well-known
Russell’s protocol [21].
• The instantiation with vector clocks and R3 gives rise to FDAS protocol
[23]. (The FDAS protocol actually ensures the RDT property, which—as noted in
the Introduction—is stronger than the no-useless property.)
• The instantiation using scalar clocks and rule R3 provides a new CIC proto-
col that ensures the no-useless property.
Note that, by construction, the CBR protocol breaks more intervals than Russell’s
protocol, and the latter breaks more intervals than the FDAS protocol. But in CBR
and Russell’s protocols, application messages do not need to carry any control
information.
Let us consider the set C of the CIC protocols that ensure the no-useless prop-
erty. Due to Theorem 1, the intervals produced by any protocol of C (whether it is
timestamp-based or not, e.g., [3, 5, 12, 17, 21]) can be timestamped so as to satisfy
the rules (F1)–(F2).
Let Cts be the subset of C that includes all the protocols that use only timestamps
to ensure the no-useless property. The generic protocol P captures all the protocols
of Cts. However, C also includes protocols using a combination of timestamping
with another mechanism to ensure the no-useless property (e.g., [3, 12]). These
protocols are not captured by the generic protocol P.
4.3. Optimality Issues
The generic protocol P is based on the conditions (C1)–(C4) that can be locally
evaluated by each process. As noted at the beginning of Section 3.2, these condi-
tions are sufficient to ensure a consistent interval-based abstraction, but are stron-
ger than the abstract conditions (P1)–(P4). The fact that (P4) cannot be instanta-
neously evaluated by a process makes it impossible to design a protocol that would
be based exactly on the predicates (P1)–(P4) to ensure (on the fly and without addi-
tional control messages) the IC criterion.
Given a condition C and an interval-based abstraction defined by a daemon, let
P(C) denote a protocol producing an abstraction satisfying the IC criterion. This
protocol directs processes to start new intervals (or to take forced checkpoints)
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when C is satisfied upon message receipts. Let #forced_int denote the number of
such new intervals (or forced checkpoints). This leads to two interesting questions.
(1) Is the common intuition stating that ‘‘the stronger C, the smaller #forced_int’’
true? (2) Is it possible to design a protocol such that #forced_int is minimal?
Unfortunately, the results of Tsai et al. [22] provide a negative answer to both
questions (these results have been stated in the context of communication-induced
checkpointing protocols). As a consequence, it is not possible to provide a ‘‘best’’
instantiation of the generic protocol.
On a more positive side, the same authors have also formally shown that the
answer to the first question is positive for particular conditions. More specifically,
they have shown that any CIC protocol based on a condition stronger than the
FDAS condition [23] forces less checkpoints than FDAS, and conversely, any CIC
protocol based on a condition weaker than FDAS forces more checkpoints than
FDAS [22].
5. CONCLUSION
Distributed computations can be observed at the basic event level or at a higher
level by considering a coarser granularity: consecutive events of a same process
constitute intervals defining an abstraction of the distributed computation. At such
a level, the usual happened before relation induces a relation on intervals, namely
the I-precedence relation. This relation is no longer a partial order and can be
inconsistent with sequences of intervals defined on processes.
The paper first introduced the interval consistency criterion: an interval-based
abstraction of a distributed computation which satisfies this criterion if the I-pre-
cedence relation never contradicts the sequentiality of intervals on each process.
This criterion has been formally defined in terms of properties of a directed graph
(the I-graph). An operational characterization has been stated, in terms of time-
stamps (whose values belong to a lattice). Then, this characterization has been used
as a basis to design a general protocol that, given intervals initiated by an arbitrary
daemon whose behavior is unpredictable, breaks some of them (in a nontrivial
manner) in order to produce an abstraction satisfying the IC criterion.
From a practical point of view, this protocol does not use additional messages
and requires application messages to carry only a timestamp. Moreover, the proto-
col is versatile: due to its generic dimension, it can be instantiated in distinct ways
giving rise to a family of protocols ensuring the IC criterion. As we have shown,
when we consider the communication-induced checkpointing strategy to ensure the
no-useless property, the proposed protocol actually defines a family of protocols
that not only unifies previous protocols and but also includes new protocols.
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